
 
 
 Unit C006 One Highveld 5 Bellingham road Centurion. 012 348 4890 

January 2019 

 

 

Re: AtPhoto Professional Album Combo deals. 

Duration: 12 months 

Start date: January 2019 

End date: December 2019 

 

AtPhoto professional albums combo deals: 

We are happy to announce our continuation of the Atphoto Professional album combo pricing structure. With this 

structure you, as the photographer will benefit from upselling “complete” parent albums to your clients, and in that 

way put more money in your own pocket. 

 

How does the combo deal work: 

Order any main coffee table album (12x16, 10x14, 12x12) and 2 identical parent albums (any size) at the same time 

and you will receive a discount, as structured below on the whole deal. 

 

0 – 20 spreads 5% discount. 

21-30 spreads 10% discount. 

31-40 spreads 15% discount. 

 

By upselling your package albums to the next level you will receive more discount and in that way put more money 

into your pocket. 

 

Please note the terms and conditions below. 

Terms and conditions: 

1. Parent albums must be printed from the same design as the main album and printed on the same paper type as the 

main album. (Crystal or fine art paper). 

2. Album covers must be identical in type and if printed covers from the same design as the main album. 

3. Parent albums spread quantity must be the same as the main album. 

4. Albums must all be printed at the same time, no split orders will be allowed. 

5. No quantity limit on parent albums that are ordered. 

6. Combo albums not paid for within 24 hours on invoice will be charged back at our normal price. 

7. No other promotion can be taken in conjunction with the combo pricing. 

8. No rush jobs will be taken into account for the combo deals. 

9. Any combo deal orders must be marked as “Combo deal” on order as part of your reference. 

 

 


